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Marble Theme

I've only tested and used this Theme on XOOPS 2.0.15 but the 3-column layout is the same as
my other Themes and they work on XOOPS 2.0.13.2 and 2.0.14 so it should be fine on them :)

It's been tested on IE and Firefox browsers and works on both.

With this Theme I've added a Search Box in the head section, as well as images for menus and
repositioning of head menu and clockbar.

You can read more about this Theme, see the themes in use and Download it from my main
site: http://www.richardsdomain.com

To download any Themes you'll need to register, same as on here. Feel free to comment on the
themes in the Forum 'My Own Xoops Themes' in their appropriate topics. There's also a basic
step-by-step Tutorial I've put together on editing the header menu paths to suit your own
Modules and links. You can find the Tutorial in the Forum I mentioned above.

Hope you enjoy the site and Themes and I hope they work well :) I'll be making more themes
soon.

Feedback on here or on my site is appreciated :) Thanks :)
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